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***

Dear Secretary General Antonio Guterres,

I am writing with grave concern about the situation at the Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant in
Ukraine.

I have been following this dangerous situation for many weeks. It is abundantly obvious to
me that the US-installed Kiev government is doing the shelling of the nuclear plant.

Why would Russia want to contaminate the very region of  Russian-ethnic citizens it  is
attempting to save from this out-of-control Kiev regime?

The fact that the Ukrainian plant personnel remain on their posts, and that Russia is trying
to protect the plant from a disaster, indicates its good intentions in this matter.

I urge your offices to get the IAEA to the plant ASAP and you must publicly pin the blame for
the shelling on the appropriate source – the Kiev regime that is clearly taking their marching
orders from Washington.

Has the United Nations begun to also take their orders from the Biden administration? At
this point one must surely wonder if that is the case as we face the possibility of a massive
global disaster.

If you cannot perform your job appropriately, and protect the global population, then maybe
it would be time for you to step aside and leave the post to someone more willing to speak
truth to power.

The fate of much of humanity is at stake here.

In peace,
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